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Introduction

• What are we trying to do?
To demonstrate passive Radar Astronomy using GRAVES space 
surveillance radar, located in Dijon, central France, to observe the 
ionised trails from meteors during the Perseids meteor shower.

• Why are we doing this?
To introduce radio as a means of making observations.  It can be     
used to both supplement traditional optical astronomy, and as an 
alternative for daylight hours or when it is cloudy.

• What equipment do we need?
The Antennas and amateur radio equipment belonging to individual 
members was used for initial demonstrations. The aim is to install the 
processing software on one of the BLAS laptops, and to purchase (or 
build) a suitable antenna, preamplifier and software defined radio.



Perseids Meteor Shower

• What are the Perseids?
The Perseids meteor shower is caused by the Earth’s orbit passing 
through the dust and debris left behind by the path of comet Swift-
Tuttle.  It last passed nearby Earth during its orbit around the sun in 
1992, and will return again in 2126.

Meteors appear to originate 
from the constellation Perseus.
This point is known as the radiant.  

Source – https://www.space.com/32868-perseid-meteor-shower-guide.html



Perseids Meteor Shower

• What exactly are Meteors?
Meteors are dust particles that are approximately 10 μm in size that 
enter the Earth’s atmosphere at altitude of 85-90 km.  As they are 
travelling at 15 km/sec (33554 mph) relative to the Earth, the  air in 
front of the particle is compressed into a shock wave and is heated to 
above 3,000 °C which both ablates the particle and ionises the air.

Source – http://physicstuff.com/tag/ionization/

The visible trail of a meteor can also reflect radio waves…



GRAVES Radar
• Grand Réseau Adapté à la Veille Spatiale

(Translation – Large Network Adapted to Space Watch)

We are using the GRAVES space surveillance radar located in Dijon, 
southern France to illuminate the ionised trails from meteors and are 
simply pointing our antenna in the appropriate direction and using a 
radio receiver to detect the reflected radio signals.



How Radar Works

• Radio Detection and Ranging

A pulse of radio waves is transmitted 
and at the same time the spot starts 
it’s sweep across the screen…



How Radar Works

• Radio Detection and Ranging

A pulse of radio waves is transmitted 
and at the same time the spot starts 
it’s sweep across the screen…

The signal is reflected back from the 
aircraft and appears on the trace. 
The time taken gives the range.



How Radar Works

• Speed Measurement from Doppler Shift

An aircraft moving towards the radar 
passes more wave-fronts in a given 
time and sees an apparent change in 
frequency.  

We can use this effect to calculate the 
velocity V – hence radar speed traps!
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Passive Radar Observations

• Transmitter and receiver in separate locations

GRAVES RadarOur Receiver
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Our Receiver

• How we produce waterfall plots

Waterfall Plot 
scrolls down at a 
continuous rate

Audio Frequency

Δf

GRAVES Radar 143.050 MHzOur receiver tuned to 143.049 MHz

upper sideband

The difference between our 
frequency and received signal 
produces an audible tone of     
0.001 MHz  - i.e. 1 kHz



• Short Simple Echoes

Our observations

Trails from small meteors (mass < 10-3g) that 
only persist for a short period and hence have 
no apparent change in velocity.  

Trails from larger meteors (mass > 10-3g) that 
persist for a period of a few seconds with no 
apparent change in velocity.  

perseids0240.bmp perseids0240.wav

perseids0122.bmp

• Long Echoes
perseids0122.wav



Our observations

• Decelerating trails Trails show a meteor that is decelerating, the 
change in frequency can be used to calculate 
the velocity.

Rapidly decelerating meteor leaves ionised trail 
which persists for a long period.

perseids0215.bmp perseids0215.wav

• L-Shaped echoes

The horizontal lines on the 
waterfall plot are due to the 
GRAVES radar switching 
between beams. 

perseids0219.bmp

perseids0219.wav



Our observations

• Rising Tone Unsure how this works?  Any suggestions…

perseids0223.bmp

perseids0165.wav

• Multiple echoes Possibly caused by multiple fragments with 
different velocities

perseids0165.bmp

perseids0223.wav

perseids0279.bmp perseids0279.wav



Radar beam switching



What else did we see?

The rapidly changing Doppler shift 
from an orbiting satellite...

• A satellite in orbit!



What else did we see?
• Radar echoes from the moon!

Meteor echo

On-off signal starts at moonrise 
when moon enters antenna’s beam 
and the signal persists for the 
remainder of our observations!



What else did we see?
• Moonrise into antenna’s beam!



Future Development

• Calibration

• Equipment

• Automation

• Collaboration

Currently developing a calibration method using the 
GB3VHF amateur radio beacon in Kent.  This allows 
comparative measurements between various items of 
equipment.

To install the RTL-SDR software defined radio onto 
the BLAS laptops together with Spectrum Lab

To develop an real-time method for the detection 
and processing of meteor events, using either 
MATLAB or GNU Radio, targeted at the Raspberry Pi 
computer that can be left to run unattended 24/7. 

To make our observations publicly available    
See BLAS.Groups.IO for further details.


